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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. Scientific calculators are

allowed.
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4. (a) What is specific speed of a Turbine ?

Derive the expression for the specific

speed of a turbine. 15

(b) Describe various components of a Hydro-

power plant with neat sketch. 5

5. Using Buckingham's  theorem, show that the

discharge Q consumed by an oil sing is given

by :
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Q – discharge consumed by oil ring

d – Internal diameter of the ring

N – Rotational speed

 – is density of oil

 – surface tension of oil

µ – viscosity of oil

w – specific weight of oil.
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1. (a) A 7.5 cm diamter jet having velocity of

30 m/sec, strikes the flat plate, normal of

which is inclined at 45º to the axis of

jet. Find the normal force exerted on the

plate (i) when the plate is stationary (ii)

when the plate is moving with a velocity

of 15 m/sec. in the direction of jet away

from the jet. Also determine the power

and efficiency of system when the plate

is moving. 10

(b) A jet having velocity ‘v’ strikes a curved

single vane moving in the jet direction

with velocity u so that velocity of jet

relative to vane is (v – u). The vane

causes the jet to be reversed in direction.

Show that maximum efficiency is

obtained when v = 3u and workout the

resultant maximum efficiency.

2. (a) Establish a relation for hydraulic

efficiency (h) of a pelton wheel in terms

of blade output angle ,  ratio of relative

velocity of water at exit to the inlet (K),

and the ratio of bucket speed to jet

velocity (). Comment on the nature of

graph between (h) and  and show that

maximum efficiency occurs when  =

0.5. 10

(b) A pelton wheel is required to develop 6

MW when working under a head of 300

m. If rotates with a speed 550 rpm.

Assuming jet ratio as 10 and overall

efficiency as 85%. Calculate (i) diameter

of wheel (ii) quantity of water required

(iii) No. of jets (iv) size of buckets.

Assume suitable valves for the velocity

coefficient and the speed ratio. 10

3. (a) Explain the difference between hydraulic

reaction turbine and hydraulic impulse

turbine. 10

(b) Difference between Francis turbine and

Kaplan turbine. 10
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6. (a) Explain the difference between closed,

semi-closed and open centrifugal pumps

under the heading of classification of

pumps. 10

(b) A centrifugal pump having outer diameter

equal to two times of inner diameter and

running at 1000 rpm works against a

total head of 40 m. The velocity of flow

through the impeller is constant and is

equal to 2.5 m/sec. The vanes are set

back at an angle of 40º at outlet. If the

outer diameter of the impeller is 500

rpm and width at outlet is 50 mm,

determine (i) vane angle at inlet (ii)

manometric efficiency (iii) work done by

impeller on water/sec. 10

7. A single acting reciprocating pump has a

plunger diameter of 250 mm and strike of 450

mm and it is driven with SHM at 60 rpm. the

length and diameter of delivery pipe is 60 m

and 100 mm respectively. Determine the power

saved is overcoming friction in the delivery

pipe by fitting an air vesel on the delivery

side of the pump. Assume friction factor =

0.01. 20

8. Write short notes on any three of the

following : 20

(i) Hydraulic Lift

(ii) Fluid Coupling

(iii) Hydraulic Intensifier

(iv) Hydraulic Ram.
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